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Who plays the role of Marty McFly in the Back to the Future trilogy? Michael J. Fox  
Who plays the role of Doc Emmett Brown in the Back to the Future trilogy? Christopher Lloyd 
In each of the Back to the Future films, what does Doc often say when he is surprised or distressed? Great Scott! 
Doc's dog from 1985 is named after which scientist? Einstein  
What's the name of the California suburb where Marty McFly lives in Back to the Future? Hill Valley 
Which Chuck Berry song does Marty perform at the 'Enchantment Under The Sea' dance? Johnny B. Goode 
What is the name of Marty's girlfriend in the first Back to the Future film? Jennifer 
What is the name of the mall where Marty meets Doc and sees the time machine for the first time? Twin Pines Mall 
In the trilogy's first film, Lorraine falls in love with George McFly after he does what? He punches Biff 
After Lorraine kisses Marty in the first Back to the Future film, what does she compare it to? Kissing your brother 
Who becomes Hill Valley's first African-American mayor in the first Back to the Future film? Goldie Wilson 
Doc modified the DeLorean at the end of the first film, so it can use something other than what to 
take off? 

Roads 

Who does Biff live with when we see him in the 1955 timeline of Back to the Future? His grandmother 
Who does Doc say is likely Vice President when Marty tells him Ronald Reagan is President in 1985? Jerry Lewis 
In the first film, we learn that teenage George loves watching which television program? Science Fiction Theater 
Marty McFly has a younger sister named Linda. He also has an older brother with what name? Dave 
We learn in Part I that the DeLorean time machine needs how many gigawatts of power for time 
travel? 

1.21 

Michael J. Fox was not the actor initially chosen to play Marty McFly. Who was? Eric Stoltz 
Marty first time travels on October 26, 1985, and arrives in the past on which date in 1955? November 5th 
In Part I, when Marty returns to warn Doc, the mall's name has changed. What's its new name? Lone Pine Mall 
Two actresses play Marty's girlfriend, Jennifer, in the trilogy. Who first took on the role? Claudia Wells 
Who is the director of all three Back to the Future films? Robert Zemeckis 
In the first movie, Doc set his clocks to all be slow by how many minutes? 25 
What is the name of the bully who picks on George McFly? Biff Tannen 
What location does Marty's future self know will be struck by lightning in 1955? The clock tower 
As Marty escapes on a skateboard, Biff's car crashes into a truck full of what? Manure 
When Marty and Doc see George at school, what's written on the prank sign on George's back? Kick me 
Who does elderly Biff give the sports almanac and betting idea he stole from Marty? His teenage self 
What does the DeLorean time machine invented by Doc Brown use as its energy source? Plutonium 
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In 1955, Marty meets an uncle he knows will do lots of jail time. What's the uncle's name? Uncle Joey 
What real estate slogan is on the sign behind which Marty hid the DeLorean time machine in 1955? Live in the house of tomorrow...today! 
Who does Darth Vader (aka Marty) order to take Lorraine to the dance, or would he melt their 
brain? 

George McFly 

One of Biff's friends back in 1955 sports special eyewear. What is it? 3D Glasses 
What kind of car does Biff drive in the Back to the Future franchise? Ford 
Hill Valley's clock tower is stuck at what time throughout the trilogy? 10:04 PM 
What name does Marty's teenage mother see printed on his briefs and thinks it's his name? Calvin Klein 
What does Old Man Peabody hit while shooting at Marty, who is escaping in the time machine? His mailbox 
Without plutonium, what does Doc say is the only thing that can power the time machine in 1955? Bolt of lightning 
What is the theme of the dance where Marty's parents shared their first kiss in 1955? Enchantment Under The Sea 
Marty plays music by which band in the scene where he dresses as Darth Vader and visits George? Van Halen 
Which song plays in Part I and II as Marty and Old Biff arrive in Hill Valley in 1955? Mr. Sandman 
In Back to the Future Part II, which company delivers a seven-decade-old letter to Marty? Western Union 
Part II of the trilogy contains a holographic advertisement for the fictional Part 19 of which film? Jaws 
Which actress plays the role of Marty's girlfriend, Jennifer, in Back to the Future Part II? Elisabeth Shue 
What does Marty do with the sports almanac once he gets it back from teenage Biff in Part II? Burns it 
The same actor plays Marty McFly Sr. and his son, Marty Jr. Who plays Marty's daughter, Marlene? Michael J. Fox 
In Part II, what was the exact date on which Doc, Marty, and Jennifer arrive in the future? October 21, 2015 
What's the name of Biff's grandson, whom Marty Jr. almost joins in illegal activities in Part II? Griff 
What name does Marty use in Back to the Future Part III when he needs to keep his identity a secret? Clint Eastwood 
What's the name of the Biff ancestor Marty encounters in the Old West? Buford 'Mad Dog' Tannen 
How is Seamus McFly, whom we meet in Back to the Future Part III, related to Marty? He is Marty's great-great-grandfather 
The hoverboard in the 2015 timeline of Back To The Future Part II is made by which toy company? Mattel 
What brand are the self-lacing shoes which Marty McFly tries on in Back To The Future Part II? Nike 
What vehicle does Doc use as a time machine when returning from the Old West in the third film? Locomotive 
What's Doc's occupation while living in the Old West in Back to the Future Part III? Blacksmith 
What nickname does Buford Tannen go by, even though he thoroughly hates it? Mad Dog 
Buford 'Mad Dog' Tannen was arrested for what crime in Back to the Future Part III? Robbing the Pine City Stage 
They aren't star-crossed lovers, but Clara and Doc both love which branch of science? Astronomy 
Which scientist is Doc's dog from 1955 named after? Copernicus 
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What do Doc and Clara name their children? Jules and Verne 
 


